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Loving Heavenly Father, throughout the many different historical courses, so many sorrowful days have 

passed in succession. During this period of sixty years from the 1920s, You sent this unworthy child to 

this earth and raised and educated me. I was under Your protection and guidance until I became mature 

and You let me understand the new view of history and my mission. 

 

I remember once again how, after I came to know You and Jesus and to realize this, there could have been 

a day in Your history when You were welcomed and received glory. But because Christianity and the 

Korean people did not fulfill their responsibility, a history of sadness has been woven instead. But I am 

sincerely grateful to You, Father, for Your painful effort as You repeatedly walked the path of 

bloodstained struggle for so long,, in order to celebrate this victorious day without fail. 

 

Furthermore, in the 1960s, the three seven year courses were begun in order to indemnify again the two 

thousand year history left unfulfilled by twentieth century Christianity, and the mission this nation did not 

fulfill. When I think of the day when Heaven set these three seven year courses, it seems like only 

yesterday. I think back again to the time when no one could imagine that today we would have such a 

historic day of victory. Now these three seven year courses have already passed, and in this year I 

announced the second set of three seven year courses. I am so grateful for this day on which, in Your 

presence, I could announce this historical period openly before the world, during my own lifetime. For 

this I cannot express my appreciation in words. 



 

 

 

From now on, we will assuredly transcend the national and the world levels and open the door to a new 

history. In this moment, we are bracing ourselves to begin with this year's motto: "Home Church is my 

kingdom of heaven." Father, please accept this motto, and please be with everyone in the Unification 

family, wherever they are praying under this motto. In this place in particular, eight hundred forty two 

couples of Your children, whom You allowed to form connections as new families of heaven last night, 

and many of the children from all over the world whom You remember have gathered together, so please 

be here with us. 

 

I am thankful that we are ushering in the new period of Home Church. We all stand on the frontline as 

representatives of families in our determination to be faithful and devoted during the next decade. I 

desperately hope and pray that we can become Your children who, no matter how much we gaze upon the 

chaos of Satan's world, can still internally make a firm resolution before Heaven. And when we look out 

upon this world where evil is gradually disappearing, we can resolve to cherish a higher and greater hope 

as we march forward. 

 

I sincerely pray You will bless Your young children who are spread out in various places. Please bless 

Your children who are far away in Korea and Japan, and those who are scattered throughout 127 

countries. Even though they are in different environments and circumstances, they look toward this place 

thinking of True Parents and Heaven. I know and believe, Father, that You will watch over them and 

protect them in such lonely places and circumstances, just as You protect my family and this church with 

Your benevolent love. I earnestly hope and pray that You will allow these people in such positions to 

become children without any shortcomings, who can make every effort and give all their loyalty to fulfill 

their given responsibilities to pioneer difficult environments, firmly believing that You are with them. 

 

Heavenly Father, once again we make the resolution to dedicate before You these busy days of starting 

anew as we usher in 1981, a year of hope. Please bless us in this flow of history so that we can make 1981 

a year of which we can be proud. Please open a path so this country can take charge of new global 

historical responsibilities, from the day its new leader is established. I pray also, dear Father, that You 

will unfold a shining world of new dimensions in which Asia can connect to the western world. We 

pledge that we will devote all our loyalty for all the days that have been entrusted to us. So please accept 

with joy everything we have offered this morning for the New Year. I offer these words in the name of 

True Parents. Aju! 

 

 


